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Track Wall Brackets
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UNI series Wall Brackets:
UNI series wall brackets are fabricated from 1/8” steel with a black powder coat finish. Wall side has several slots for attaching to wall using suitable hardware (not included). Track side has slots for attaching tracks.
Enclosed steel and aluminum box type tracks are attached to wall bracket by drilling a hole in top of track (by installer) and bolting thru a slot in the wall
bracket. One set of bolt, nut, and washer are included with each wall bracket. Must specify which track is being used (#170, #280, #220, or #113) when
ordering to get the correct hardware!
Extruded aluminum I-beam style tracks are attached to wall bracket by using a track ceiling plate hanger specific to the track. The ceiling plate is bolted to
the wall bracket and then the track attached to the ceiling plate. One #1423 ceiling plate and hardware are included with the wall bracket for the #140
(1400) and 132 (1300) series tracks. Must specify which track is being used when ordering!
If using a dual track, be sure to order the necessary additional #1423 ceiling plates or sets of bolts and nuts for the second track!
For other tracks - #500, #354, #350, #420, #160, or #114 - contact factory.

1183UNI

Small size wall bracket 6” high by 6” deep for use for #220 or #113
track with carriers on 6” centers. Two slots 5/16” wide by 2-3/16”
long on bottom to attach track. Useful for single track at 3” or from
3-3/4” to 5-9/16” from wall. Specify track to be used when ordering $ 31.21
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1183UNI wall bracket

1383UNI

Wall bracket 9-1/4” high by 9-1/4” deep. Two 3/8” wide slots on
bottom to attach track. Useful for single track at 6” to 8-1/2” from
wall, or a bi-parting center overlap track at 7-1/2” from wall. Specify track to be used when ordering. .............................................. $ 39.48
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Note: Possible useful locations of track on wall bracket are not absolute! Actual locations
depend upon the type of track, the width of the track channels, and hardware used to
attach track to the wall bracket. Bi-parting tracks may only fit in a few places.
1483UNI

Wall bracket 14” high by 14-3/16” deep. Two 3/8” wide slots on
bottom to attach track. Useful for single track 6” to 7”, or 9” to 13”
from wall, dual tracks at 6” + 12”, or bi-parting track at 8” or 10” to
12”. Specify track to be used when ordering. ............................... $ 68.52

1383UNI wall bracket
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1483UNI wall bracket
1483INV

Inverted wall bracket 15-1/8” high by 13” wide. Wall side points
down behind track. Top side has 13” arm 1” high to attach track.
Requires 1-1/8” of space above track. Side of arm has slots at
6-1/2” and 12”, which can be used to provide additional support of
bracket from above, if desired. Useful for single track at 8-1/2” to
9-3/4” or 11” to 12” from wall, or a bi-parting track at 10” or 11” from
the wall. Specify track to be used when ordering......................... $ 43.24
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Example of inverted 1483INV wall
bracket with bi-parting
280 track at center overlap
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